Newday Behaviour Agreement

1. I will treat all leaders and other young people and property with respect.
2. I will attend every morning and evening meeting unless prearranged with a leader.
3. I will also turn up promptly for all meals, unless prearranged with a leader.
4. I will comply with the Newday site rules.
5. I understand that no one of the opposite sex is allowed in my tent and will not let them in.
6. I am aware that if another youth group or the Newday organisers complain about me I can be sent
straight home.

There will be a yellow and red card system in place. You will first be issued a Verbal Warning for your
first offence, then for your second offence you will be issued with a yellow card a punishment will be
given (e.g chores for the day) and we will ring your parents explaining the situation. If another yellow
card is issued it becomes a red card and you will be sent home, your parents will have to collect you
within 12hours or pay for a taxi to get you home.
The Card system re sets each day, but consistent breaking of the rules will result in a Red Card. The
leaders reserve the right to immediately red card and send you home if they feel your behaviour is
seriously inappropriate.
Some examples of actions that invoke an immediate red card are
•
•
•

Going offsite without permission
Violence
Any illegal activity

I agree that I will follow these rules and that breaking these rules can result in me being sent home

Signed

………………………………………………..………………………

I agree that I have read these rules with my Child/Ward and if the they break them I will either come
and collect them or pay for there return.

Signed

…………………………………………………………………………….

Team Disciple Structure
1st point of call Group leader, has power to give verbal warnings, must then tell dept head
and put on a WhatsApp group with all group leaders in Dept
2nd point of call Dept head, has the power to give yellow cards when yellow Card given put in
WhatsApp Group with Adz, Sarah Leped and other Dept Head. Dept Head is then responsible
for ensuing that Y.P does chores
3rd point of Call Adz send home if required.

What discipline is deserved work on intent as opposed to action?
A verbal warning
Overtly disrespecting a leader
Low level annoyance, constantly taking tent pegs out, consistent talking in worship, talks.
Refusing to go to meetings
Breaking Curfew
Missing a meal
Yellow Card
Consistent offending of Verbal warning offences
Low level bullying
Consistent disobedience
Consistently breaking curfew (Capped at yellow card)
Skipping Chores
Missing Groups
Red Card
Consistent Yellow Card offences
Going off site
Violence
Any Illegal Activity
Bullying

